GleauxFxtm
Description
Gleaux Fx represents the latest in glow in the dark technology that
features a brighter glow and longer glow time than previous
chemistries. These powders make your graphics come to life at
night! They are easily charged by daylight and most artificial light
sources. Glow times can be from 4-12 hours depending on color
choice and level of charge. Apply over white or light colored bases
for best effect. These powders will lose glow effect when mixed in
water-based finishes therefore it is not recommended.

Components
LG-00
LG-01
LG-02
LG-03

Green GLow
Blue Green Glow
Blue Glow
Violet Glow

Mixing with Clear
Mix 1 oz by weight (28.4 grams or one bottle) for every 4 ounces by volume (1/4 pint) of
sprayable IC-101 clear. Product Must be applied quickly and keep shaking to keep powder
dispersed. Should be applied over white or light colors for best effect. Spray a test panel to
master your desired look before painting object. Must be cleared for long term protection.
Note: many find it easier to sprinkle pure powder onto a wet clear rather than spraying.
Practice with both to determine your favorite. approach.

Application
Using the “sprinkle” method simply start by applying a high quality 2K clear over an area that
can be “sprinkled” with GleauxFx powder prior to the clear becoming tack free. Sprinkle lightly
and evenly across the area to be “glowed”. Once clear can be touched lightly pat down any
areas where the powder may look loose on the surface. Allowclear to cure overnight the blow
surface and clear to a smooth uniform surface.
HVLP guns with 1.5-1.8 mm tips are recommended. In general, you should apply 2-3 coats of
clear mixed with your glow powder with 50-75% overlap to ensure good orientation. If
possible apply at night in a booth where the lights can be shut off to view glow evenness
between application coats. Allow each coat flash properly (see clear manufacturer’s tech
sheet). Apply a high quality 2K polyurethane clear over the glow layer for protection.
Read MSDS of all components before using. Use proper personal protective equipment at all times. For use by professionally
trained painters. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. Bayou Innovations, LLC warrants that its products are free from defects at
time of shipping. All other warranties and guaranties of any kind whether expressed or implied are disclaimed.

